
Chapter 34

Carefully, I make my way around the lake towards the dark cabin. The

closer I get, the more uninhabited it looks, but I don't let that fool me,

remembering how the last time I snuck into the seemingly empty

cabin had ended. The ground beneath my boots is quickly becoming

covered with white, shiny frost as the temperature continues to

plummet, and my breath has now started fogging up each time I

exhale. The smell of the clean air mixed with the smell of pine trees

and something else I cannot place, unique to this place is all enough

to keep the memories of my last visit replaying in my head, over and

over like a broken tape. As much as I try to push the thoughts away

and keep my mind focused on my current situation, it keeps slipping

into the past with almost unnerving fondness.

Before I can properly prepare myself and come up with any form of

game plan, I've walked all the way up to the side of the wooden

structure. I quietly place a hand on the cool, raspy wooden wall in

front of me to steady myself and to convince myself that I'm actually

here again. My heart is beating erratically and I have to take a few

steadying breaths to try to trick my body into not thinking that we're

walking into a trap like last time. She knows me now. I convince

myself, yet without much gusto, remembering how easily and how

instantly she le  me as soon as I had fulfilled my part in her plan. Her

last words to me echo in my ears tauntingly. I barely notice how hard I

am gripping the old wood. Get a grip.

I exhale and remove my hand from the wall, letting it instead travel

down to my hip, where it finds the cold, smooth hilt of my gun. I know

I shouldn't, but I remove it from the holster anyway, if nothing else to

just calm my own nerves. The gun does what it's always done

whenever I am out on the field. It anchors me and directs my

thoughts and actions like an arrow. With newfound confidence, I

silently make my way around the small cabin and out onto the open

in front of the porch.

It looks di erent than before, and I can instantly recognize

S.W.O.R.D.'s handiwork in turning the place upside down in trying to

find, well, probably kidnapped children or mutilated cats or whatever

they could hope for in order to convict Maximo . Obviously, they

found none of that, instead just leaving a er throwing furniture

around aimlessly. As my eyes scan the porch, I notice the same mug I

noticed the first time I stepped onto the porch. It's now lying

shattered a few meters away from the front door, which is closed.

"Hello?" I break the pressing silence, my voice betraying my nerves

much more than I had willed it to.

No one replies, but I don't even know what I was hoping to achieve.

All I know is that the last thing I want to do is to startle Maximo . I am

here to help. I hope.

I straighten my back, still gripping onto the gun, and walk up to the

door with gusto, making an e ort to loudly slam my feet down

against the creaking floorboards so no one could mistake my

approach for anything other than confidence.

"It's me." I announce again, now knocking twice on the door. "Open

up, Maximo ."

Nothing, again. I feel my resolve slightly falter, the feeling of being an

intruder, unwanted, returning with full force. There's no telling what

Maximo  will do once she sees me. Maybe I mistook everything,

misreading all of her body language and everything she said to me.

Our conversation on the helicopter promptly replays as if it's been

waiting for the right moment. She did call me a friend. But with

hesitation, that annoying voice reminds me in the back of my head.

Maybe you mistook her trying to appease you for uncertainty. Maybe

you're not as good at reading people as you thought.

"I'm coming in!" I loudly speak, if only to quiet my thoughts.

I jiggle the door handle and the door swings open. I have to blink a

couple of times to adjust to the relative darkness inside the cabin. My

eyes instantly fall to the middle of the cabin where a single chair lies

to its side with a smashed mug next to it. Then, I notice the table

which is lying, broken as well, by the wall furthest away. I step in with

a frown, readjusting my grip around the gun.

"Maximo ?"

No answer. I make my way further in, keeping my back close to the

wall. I edge around the relatively small space, quickly clearing it. I

quietly push the bathroom door open, my heart leaping when I see

movement, but it turns out it's only me, reflected in the mirror.

Annoyedly and slightly on edge, I move towards the last room. The

bedroom. My palms are sweating at this point, my entire body

wanting nothing more than to run away from the dark door. I fight

the feeling and slowly push the door open, suddenly not able to

make a noise. The door does, though, making a point of creaking

loudly enough to wake up half of the forest around.

The bedroom is even darker as the curtains are still drawn over the

window. For a split of a second I am convinced that two red eyes are

staring back at me from the darkest corner, but when I blink, they're

gone. I step into the room like a deer ready to gallop away at the

slightest twitch of a branch. Unconsciously, the gun is now trained in

front of me as I step into the room, quickly covering my back. I'm

functioning solely on muscle memory at this point. I clear the room

without even being aware of doing so. She's not here.

I slowly lower the gun. Disappointment courses through me. Even

though Maximo  scares me to death, sometimes, well, o en, I was

looking forward to seeing her again. Something about being fixed in

place by those deep green eyes is so comforting. I shake my head,

trying to snap back into the present. I tuck the gun back safely into

the holster and walk back into the main area of the cabin. The couch

where I spent so many hours quickly catches my eye, but I am more

interested in whatever commotion caused the weird scene I first saw

as I entered.

I crouch down by the broken mug, picking up the biggest piece and

examining the pale blue ceramic. It's still wet. Looks like water. I

gingerly place the piece back down, noting that the chair also has a

broken leg and almost looks like it's been burned. I can only think of

one thing that could a ect only one wooden thing like this without

spreading around the cabin. I use my right arm to push myself o  the

floor and approach the smashed table. It as well, looks like it's been

charred by something. My interest has now peaked, and my brain is

rushing through scenarios that would involve Maximo  breaking her

own furniture, something I doubt she would willingly do a er having

observed the fondness she exhibited towards the cabin.

A er a few rounds around the cabin I cannot come up with any more

clues, so I walk out onto the porch in thought. I was certain Maximo

and the other woman made their way here. I am also positive that

S.W.O.R.D. weren't behind whatever happened to the chair and the

table. The table looked like it had been mended a er my smashing

into it, so why would Maximo  break it again? Did the dark-haired

woman do something to Maximo ? Could she have forced her to do

something, or even hurt her? They clearly knew each other from

before, apparently having fought against one another in Westview,

according to Darcy. So what would Maximo  need her for? What if the

other woman finally got the upper hand?

I shu le uncomfortably, worse and worse scenarios playing out in my

head. Then, something catches my eye and I look up towards the big,

sun-kissed mountain overhead. There, amongst the orange glow of

the sunset, is another glow, much more prominent than the rest of

the light bouncing o  the mountain. This glow isn't cast by the sun,

but it looks like it's coming from the mountain itself. It's small, but

unmistakably scarlet.

Without so much as a second thought, I set o  in a quick sprint

towards the mountain. My ribs dully protest, but whatever ghost of

pain I feel isn't nearly strong enough to slow me down. On the

contrary, it almost speeds me up. Not even my le  arm, still

annoyingly in the sling proves to be a hindrance. I race across the

valley until the pine trees start becoming thicker and thicker, but by

some marvel of luck, I've managed to run directly onto some sort of a

small path, probably mostly used by animals over the years. I don't

slow down, and the ground beneath me starts slowly but surely

growing in incline. My lungs burn, but the relief my body feels from

finally being able to move is great enough to easily keep me going.

With the setting sun on my back, illuminating my way, I easily run for

a good twenty minutes before I stumble over a rock for the first time.

As the sun inevitably sinks lower and lower, hiding more and more of

itself behind the horizon, it gets progressively harder to make out the

rocks now littering the uneven mountainside and I'm reduced to

brisk walking in order to not completely topple over every five

seconds. I haven't been able to see the glow of Maximo 's magic for a

while now because of all the trees surrounding me, which has been

anxiously gnawing at my insides. I figure I just have to climb high

enough for the trees to start thinning out, which they eventually do,

and the unnaturally bright glow of red finally enters my line of sight

about two- to three hundred meters above me. The sight of the

angrily twisting and contorting energy spurs me on again and I forget

how my lungs scream with each inhale of cold air. The coldness from

each inhale I feel is nothing compared to the cold that spreads

throughout my entire body at the sound of a gut-wrenching scream,

which I know is Maximo 's despite never having heard her scream

before.

I unholster my gun again as I reduce my speed, now being almost on

the same level as Maximo  and most probably the other woman too,

only hidden by a few brave trees. I silently stalk forwards, pushing my

breathing to return to normal. The brightness from Maximo 's magic

almost threatens to be so bright that it obscures everything else

around me, and I quite clumsily make my way forward.

Suddenly, a purple light flashes, and I am knocked backward with the

force of a brick wall lined with electricity hitting my chest. It's enough

to make me lose my grip around my gun and it goes flying. My back

hits the ground with a crunch and I struggle to find my breath again,

the a ershock of the electric prickles still dancing across my body

where the magic hit me.

I stagger back onto my feet, head turning in every direction to try and

figure out the source of the purple flash. I finally locate the only

possible source -the dark-haired woman. She's standing a few feet

behind where I assume Maximo  is standing but is impossible to see

due to the red smoky light emanating from her. The dark-haired

woman is blocking my access to Maximo , her hands outstretched in

front of her towards me, and I know she's just sent me flying by the

look on her face. Her hair swivels behind her furiously, as if

threatening to fly away on its own accord.

"Who are you?" She shouts at me over the roaring noise comparable

to a hurricane emanating from Maximo .

"I think I'm the one who should ask you the same! FBI!" I shout back

at her, feeling vulnerable without my gun and only one functioning

arm. The woman must think the same as she lets out a loud cackle.

"Honey this is well above your pay grade! Turn around now and you'll

return home with all of your body parts still intact." The woman's

voice easily pierces through the noise, her tone mocking.

"What have you made her do?" I point at Maximo , the silhouette of

her body barely visible, unmoving as if frozen.

"Nothing she didn't ask to do!"

"Maximo !" I yell, quickly realizing there's no point in arguing with

the woman and that my best chance might be to reach Maximo

herself. "Maximo , it's Olivia!"

"Olivia?" The dark-haired woman repeats and I look back at her just

in time to duck as she flings another ball of purple at my face. I feel

the heat miss me by just a few inches.

" You're Livvy!" The woman sneers and I don't have the time to

compute the nickname she used as she flings another purple ball at

me which I have to jump out of the way to not be hit by. I smoothly

roll out of the jump just as I had trained with Nat, my arm in the sling

making it only slightly less graceful.

"Who are you?" I pant and the woman cackles again which makes my

stomach turn in irritation. "Maximo !"

"You can't stop her anymore!" The woman shouts, her face looking

maniacal and she flings another ball of purple at me and this time,

I'm not as quick to jump out of the way and it hits my thigh, turning

my jump into an uncontrolled spin and I slam into the trunk of a

small tree, which snaps under my weight. I scramble up again, my

back now seriously unhappy with my and my thigh feeling like it's

been doused with boiling water. My pain quickly dissipated as

Maximo  lets out another pained scream which ices the blood in my

veins and both my and the dark-haired woman become distracted

with turning to watch Maximo  as her magic pulsates even more

powerfully as it yanks her unceremoniously up into the air. Her arms

spread out as if being pulled by the magic pouring out of her hands

and a fresh wave of scarlet explodes out of her chest. The warmth of

her magic compares to sitting too close to a fire, and with my heart

dropping, I can't fathom how she can handle the heat, being at the

center of it, being the source of it.

In a panic, I li  up my hands which are already glowing with silver

and I will it to help Maximo . Without needing me to prompt it

further, my silver shoots out of my and straight towards Maximo . As

it begins to clash with her magic I feel myself beginning to burn up,

but I don't let my connection to my magic lessen and it flows out of

me at a steady pace. It's nothing compared to Maximo 's, though,

and it must look rather pathetic, but it's all I can do. It's a strange

sight, seeing her magic irrationally zip here and there, untamed,

where mine flows like water around it, trying to will it back. I've been

so fixated on Maximo  that when the purple hits me on the side of my

chest and neck I'm taken totally aback by the stinging pain and my

magic, confused, starts retreating.

My vision goes black for a second. No! I push myself up again, my

body sore and fighting me, wanting to just stay lying down. Somehow

though, I get back up, another purple ball flying towards me but

narrowly misses me as some of Maximo 's magic accidentally knocks

the dark-haired woman over. My eyes flutter back towards the

burning red and Maximo 's frail body in the midst of all of it.

Come back. I think loudly, resorting to the only thing that has worked

in the past. I send o  more of my magic to counter hers and maybe

help her snap out of it. Her body twitches and her magic angrily flows

out of her, trying to seemingly burn her alive.

You're alright. Come back to me. I try to somehow appear calm in the

small chance that she is aware enough to pick up on my thoughts. I

don't want to scare her further into her magic by dousing her with a

fresh wave of the terror I feel at the sight of her.

My le  arm in the sling suddenly twists slightly away from Maximo

without my bidding it, and a split of a second later I realize I've

blocked some of the other woman's purple magic.

"Who are you?" She hisses at me, but I'm too tired to answer.

Come back to me. I send o  a thought to Maximo  again, this time I

can't help but let some of my fright and tiredness seep through.

Another of the woman's purple magic zooms at me and hits me in the

shoulder and I suppress a pained scream as I fall back.

I can't. I suddenly hear the familiar voice of Maximo  in my head, and

a new wave of terror floods me and I know it isn't mine. It's almost

too much for me to bear, and I can't make it up to standing as the

emotion overcomes me. All I can do is send out some more of my

magic towards her as I crouch there, heaving with terror.

"Stop... it!" The dark-haired woman yells and I'm hit by the strongest

blast yet.

I can't help the scream that escapes me as my pain mixes with

Maximo 's fear. My magic leaves Maximo 's to confusedly zap

around me instead, trying to push the purple, stinging magic away

from me.

"No..." I hear a weak voice, but it's not mine nor the dark-haired

woman.

I look up and lock eyes for a second with Maximo , the real Maximo

with green eyes. Her eyes are wide open in terror, the green in them

juxtaposing all of the red around her.

"No." She says again, more strongly this time, but sounding less like

herself at the same time. Before I can react, the scarlet tint her eyes

occasionally get takes over by appears, but this time it floods her

entire eye. Her expression changes, goes almost cold, resembling the

look I've seen on her before when she's the Scarlet Witch.

"Wanda don't!" I yell but she makes no indication of having heard

me.

I focus more strongly on my silver than I've ever done and it rushes

out to my aid, swirling around Maximo  like a liquid encasing the

scarlet inside. With a grunt I force my powers to push in towards

Maximo , e ectively strangling her scarlet and for a second I feel her

almost give in, but the second I feel the slight give, the le  side of my

face explodes in purple pain as the dark-haired woman fires another

shot of magic at me.

As I let out a yell of pain and stagger backward I lose control of my

powers and Maximo  easily explodes out again, the heat of her

powers sweltering. I hit the ground and my head smashes down too,

everything around me going dark for a second. Thankfully, I manage

to cling on to consciousness and I push myself up to seated, turning

onto my side. My stomach contracts and expels the meager dinner of

chips I've wolfed down earlier. I dry my mouth with my sleeve and

somehow stand up on wobbly legs.

I look up and to my surprise see the dark-haired woman firing balls of

purple towards Maximo . For a second, I freeze up in fear for

Maximo , but my fear proves unfounded as she almost lazily catches

the purple in her red and with an expression on her face that makes

my stomach drop, crushes the purple to oblivion.

"Wanda, please-" The dark-haired woman stutters, staggering

backward.

Maximo  either chooses to not hear her, or cannot hear her. She tilts

her head to the side, her scarlet emanating from everywhere around

her, before it all, without any warning, rushes towards the other

woman and before the woman even has any chance of shielding

herself, Maximo 's magic hits her with full force. The woman lets out

a strangled cry of surprise as she goes flying backward, her body

hitting the rocky mountainside and then falling down, leaving her

lying in an unmoving heap.

Maximo 's powers retreat back towards her, her hands still glowing

angrily. She surveils the other woman quietly. I exhale shakily, willing

myself not to throw up again. Maximo  must have been alerted to the

sound as she turns towards me, her entire eyes still viciously burning

red.

I can't speak, be it either because I feel like the second I open my

mouth I'm going to be hit by a burning ball of energy just like the

other woman, or because I might puke, I don't know. Instead, I start

moving forward. What madness has taken over me, I have no clue,

but like on its own, my limbs take me slowly closer to the burning

inferno in front of me.

I keep my gaze on Maximo 's, afraid that if I look away it'll all be lost.

For some reason, Maximo  doesn't react. She's standing there, hands

out on either side of her body with her scarlet still formed into two

large orbs which angrily twitch, but don't come flying at me.

The close I come, the more I can see the stress her magic is having on

her. Her chest is rapidly heaving and her skin looks clammy, and I bet

that the only reason she's stood upright is that her magic is holding

her there.

I'm an arms-length away. Her magic pushes my hair out of my face as

if it's incredibly windy and there's a resistance to getting close to her,

not unlike the one felt when two opposing magnets are forced closer

together. Without thinking (again), I reach out a shaking hand

towards her. She makes no move to stop me, so I advance further,

very slowly and gently placing it on her cheek. I try not to recoil as my

hand is met by agonizing warmth. I wait there, searching her face for

any trace of her. She just stands there, her brows ever so slightly

furrowed, eyes wide and scarlet, and mouth slightly open. I am very

aware of the angrily snapping scarlet on her sides, and so I try to

move as slowly and as unsurprisingly as possible as I lower my hand

down from her burning cheek to her back and slowly, ever so slowly

and gently, pull her towards me in an embrace. She doesn't

reciprocate it, and neither did I think she would. I just stand there,

one arm around her, trying to take some of that burning energy away

from her. I hear a slight, shuddering exhale and she sinks into me and

I tighten my grip around her, hoping that she'll feel that I'm strong

enough to hold us both upright. She still doesn't move other than

sink into me more, and then, another shuddering inhale, and she

cries. a3
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